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A2iA Signs New Partnership Agreement with US-Based Mobile Remote Deposit 

Capture Software Provider, for Integration into their Core Product Offering 

 
A2iA Mobility integrated into leading mRDC application, allowing software partners and 

financial institutions the ability to select their recognition engine. 

 

New York, September 10, 2013 – A2iA (@A2iA), a developer of specialized and highly intelligent 

software tools that help end users optimize their data capture, document processing and workflow automation 

capabilities, announced today that A2iA Mobility™, its patent-pending software toolkit, has been integrated 

into a leading mobile remote deposit capture (mRDC) application for distribution within the United States 

and Canada.  By integrating A2iA Mobility into one of its principle software applications, A2iA’s newest 

mRDC partner will offer its distributors and end users the ability to select their core recognition engine.  

Users will benefit from A2iA’s offline capabilities, gaining a more seamless user experience with increased 

automation, while banks and credit unions will see reduced keying costs and risk for fraud, presenting a 

unique market differentiator. 

 

“We are seeing a tremendous amount of interest for A2iA Mobility and are excited to sign this new agreement 

with a US-market leader,” said Jean-Louis Fages, A2iA President & Chairman of the Board.  “This new 

partnership reinforces the technology behind A2iA Mobility, proving its ability to meet market demands in a 

highly competitive environment.” 

 

With a Global footprint and available for integration into a variety of mobile applications, including mobile 

remote deposit capture / check deposit, A2iA Mobility is available for Android and iOS platforms.  Residing 

client-side, the software toolkit performs all image capture, cleanup (image quality analysis, IQA / image 

usability analysis, IUA) and data extraction directly on the smart phone or tablet -- no server is required, 

uncovering new opportunities for users looking to capture information in remote locations.   

 
About A2iA 
A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis (www.a2ia.com), is the worldwide leading developer of 

specialized and highly intelligent software toolkits that help users optimize their data capture, document 

processing and workflow automation capabilities.  Since its inception, A2iA has been a science-driven and 

research-based software developer and our products feature state-of-the-art and proprietary recognition 

technologies, including handwriting recognition, intelligent word and optical character recognition, and automatic 

classification engines, that address our customers’ complex data extraction and document processing needs.  

A2iA’s products are critical components that help drive information system accuracy, efficiency and ROI 

performance.  Working closely with our end user customers and our worldwide network of system integrators, 

A2iA also ensures each solution makes fiscal sense and fits seamlessly within the information technology 

environment. For more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390 within the Americas, or +33 1 
44 42 00 80 within EMEA or Asia.  
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